Subject: Senate Map

A map is included on the web site for Assembly but not Senate District for Region 8 that I see.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission.
Message Body:
I don't understand why you would exclude parts of Sonoma County, especially Santa Rosa and Rohnert Park and north of Santa Rosa from all of Marin County. Marin County and all of Sonoma County are usually affected by joint issues (i.e. trains, 101 highway issues, farming, etc.) and to exclude even small parts of Sonoma County from the region is poorly done. We should be represented by the same senator. What effects Santa Rosa also affects us, especially this interweaving of 101 highway. Please change this and include all of Sonoma County with all of Santa Rosa with Marin County in the state senate district. I am more than fine to not be part of San Francisco as they have different issues from us. Additionally, I don't understand why we have to wait until 2014 to vote a senator considering 2012 was the year of reelection. With this change, we also need to look at a new senator to represent us. Leno will not be representing us with these changes and its not fair to Marin County nor Sonoma County.

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
we have nothing, absolutely nothing in common with those north of us to Oregon border/
put us with S.F. at least

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
Subject: Public Comment: 8 - Marin
From: Roger Strohmeyer <Roger.Strohmeyer>
Date: Sat, 30 Jul 2011 16:33:38 +0000
To:  

From: Roger Strohmeyer <Roger.Strohmeyer>
Subject: redistricting process “an experiment in democracy”

Message Body:
redistricting process “an experiment in democracy”

More like "an Lib-TARD, DemoRAT, B.O. loving, line drawing idea that clearly favors communist, Lib-TARD, DemoRAT scum".

Way to draw those lines nice and fair....jerks! You should all move to Cuba and take that LOSER Jerry Brown with you!

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission